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She's used to putting everyone first her sister, her friends, her
boss. It s now her turn... Art conservator, Kara Michaels has
decided it s time to chase her dream start her own business
restoring and framing works of art. She has the skills, the
nose for business, and the pent-up frustration from being
invisible to the man she wants but can t have her boss. He's a
meticulous planner whose rule book is about to be tossed out
the window... Baron Fitzgerald, a successful art dealer and
Kara s boss, believes in having a strategy and following it
without deviation. So when Kara tenders her resignation, he
sets out to convince her to stay.Baron soon realizes that
falling in love cannot be planned, but the insight comes a little
too late for him and Kara.
She doesn't want to deal with the past... Ten years ago,
Ashley Fitzgerald witnessed the death of her parents in a
tragic fire and her mind blocked the memory. She pretends to
have moved on, is a successful artist and photographer, until
she opens her door to a stranger, assumes he s a model and
asks him to strip to his briefs. He plans to expose the truth...
Wealthy businessman Ron Noble has the body, the jet, the
fast cars and the women, but he hides a deadly secret. His
father started the fire that killed Ashley s parents. Now
someone is leaving him clues that could exonerate his father
and they lead to Ashley s door. Blindsided by the blazing
attraction between them and a merciless killer silencing
anyone who was there the night of the fire, Ron can t dare tell
Ashley the truth. Yet the answer he seeks may very well tear
them apart. While a demented arsonist lots his ultimate
revenge...
Most teens turn sixteen and get the license to drive, but Lil
Falcon gets the license to kill demons. Orphaned as a child
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and raised by an eccentric grandfather, Lil is concerned with
surviving high school and is unaware that she's a Guardian-a
being with super powers charged with killing demons and
protecting humanity.When she meets Bran, a mysterious boy
with amazing abilities, his psi energy unlocks her latent
powers. But Bran has a secret that can ruin their growing
relationship, and the truth she discovers may destroy
everything she believes in unless she finds the right balance
between love and sacrifice
Fallon is a brilliant tattoo artist with inherent magic. Tired of
men and their games, she climbs onto her Harley and leaves
her old life behind. Brody is a talented motorcycle mechanic
and werewolf stuck in his painful past. It’s just another
depressing night until he’s attacked by vampires. Thinking
he's killed them, he runs into the night and crashes into
Fallon. Unwilling to walk away from anyone in need, she
heals Brody and then takes out the vampires who aren’t as
dead as he thought. Her past collides with the present, and
she finds herself stranded in Edenton, Washington where an
old friend lives. With no ride and no real plan, she winds up
staying in Brody’s empty apartment. Feeling alive for the first
time in years, Brody is determined to claim Fallon’s heart and
keep her safe from the shadows in her past. However, she
prides herself on her independence and would rather keep
him safe, even from herself. With the impending danger from
the group of vampires and dark mages, they will have to work
together. The closer they get, the harder it is for her to fight
her attraction. Be prepared for monsters, magic and lots of
ink.
One of India’s best-loved film directors, Hrishikesh
Mukherjee is perhaps best known today for his perennially
popular creations like Anand, Chupke Chupke and Gol Maal.
But Hrishi-da’s best work was provocative, wide-ranging and
always aware of the complexities of people and their
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relationships. Often combining breezy narratives with serious
ideas, his films created a distinct world with recurring themes.
Jai Arjun Singh looks closely at Hrishikesh Mukherjee’s
oeuvre, from well-known films like Satyakam, Guddi,
Abhimaan and Khubsoorat to lesser known works such as
Mem-Didi, Biwi aur Makaan and Anuradha. Combining a
fan’s passion with a critic’s rigour, The World of Hrishikesh
Mukherjee is a must-read for anyone who takes their filmed
entertainment seriously.
Desire brought them together; tragedy may tear them apart...
Lucian and Lia attempt to deal with the aftermath of the
violent attack on her by her stepfather. As events unfold in
their lives, Lia finds that she can no longer be patient with the
man that she loves, because his secrets are tearing them
apart. Lucian cannot deny the fact that he's fallen in love with
the brave and beautiful woman who has lived a life of horror.
He wants nothing more than to protect her, but soon realizes
that he may be the person who will hurt her the most. To be
together, they'll have to fight demons from their pasts that
threaten to tear them apart. This book is meant for mature
readers who are 18+. It contains explicit language, and
graphic sexual content.
IndulgeInfinitus BillionaireFiretrail PublishingImpulseInfinitus
BillionaireFiretrail Publishing
Zane moved in with his brother after his nightmare divorce to
find that he wasn't the only moving in. Liliosa found a place to
start over in a city built for hiding. After two years, they have
become best friends but will secrets and lies tear them apart
or bring them closer together?
“Dreamy, electrifying, and addicting!.. Cheree Crump~The
Book Dragon “There's just no getting enough of the bad boy
reaper… Julia Hendrix~As You Wish Reviews. “…a
rollercoaster ride that grips you and doesn't let go…. Raquel
Vega-Grieder~L.A.M.B. (skyla11377.blogspot.com) "Wickedly
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fun, filled with dynamic characters, Fantastic plot and riveting
storyline..." Katrina Hill "Page Flipperz - Blog" (AU) The
unforgettable story of CORA and ECHO from Grimnirs
continues in the International bestselling RUNES series. The
CLEAN VERSION will be available on release day Eighteenyear-old Cora Jemison knows what it’s like to date a soul
reaper. There are no Friday night movies, no school dances,
and no stolen kisses between classes. It totally sucks! What
makes it even worse, souls pop up when she least expects it.
The last one is not her fault, but it all adds up to zero quality
time with her super hot, scythe-carrying boyfriend, Echo.
Since Cora was etched with special runes by an evil
Immortal, she understands why souls are drawn to her. She
makes the best of it by helping souls find closure while Echo
escorts them to the realm of the dead. Perfect partners, until
a dark soul visits Cora in the dead of the night and Echo
decides her soul-helping days are over. Cora can either listen
to Echo or follow her instincts. To make matters worse, other
reapers start stalking her, demanding she hand over the soul.
Even her Valkyrie friends think she’s gone too far. But
something sinister is coming their way, and the soul is the key
to saving her town, her friends, and her relationship with
Echo. Can she convince Echo to see things her way before
it’s too late? READING ORDER: GRIMNIRS: A Runes story
SOULS: Grimnirs book 2 Grimnirs series, featuring Cora and
Echo, is a spinoff the Runes series and can also be read as
part of the entire series in this order: Runes (book 1)
Immortals (book 2) Grimnirs (A Runes book) Seeress (book
3) Souls (Grimnirs book 2) Witches: (book 4, Coming Dec
2014)
He has tradition ingrained in him… She lives for the moment…
Will they find a common ground? Lex Fitzgerald is not your
average billionaire. He leads a double life as the
conscientious head of his family and the pleasure-seeking
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rogue who parties hard and pushes the limits in and out of the
bedroom. His two worlds are about to collide because of one
woman, Jillian Finnegan. Lex needs a secret weapon to
defeat a competitor and finds it in Jillian Finnegan. He has no
intention of letting her potty mouth, her crazy lifestyle, or her
eccentric family get in his way. So when he makes her an
offer, he expects her to accept. However, sparks start to fly
when Jillian gives him a counteroffer and dares him to refuse.
Has Lex finally met his match? Let the seduction begin.
Steetwise, young "New York Globe" reporter Jennifer Brady
determines to uncover the past of the young and handsome,
rising union president, Tony Marco, who is about to be
appointed by the governor to a special commission
When struggling waitress Melody Dylan gives a handsome,
lonely stranger a simple gift she has no clue her life is about
to take a drastic turn. The stranger ends up being Clay
Powers, a famous UFC heavyweight fighter. Clay's large build
and dangerous fists have always intimidated. People in his
hometown keep their distance and Clay is fine with that.
Everything changes when a new waitress at the local diner
buys him a piece of pie on Thanksgiving. Touched by the
gesture when it's obvious she can barely afford to survive, her
warm smile and lush body churn up powerful feelings that
leave Clay wanting more from her than pie. Melody is running
from her past and the small, country town of Garnet is the
perfect hiding place. With an ex-husband after her and scars
from her abusive marriage etched deep, the last thing she
expects is to fall for a man who makes a living with his fists,
but she can't resist Clay or the tender connection they share.
Finding love in the most unlikely of places, the passion is
undeniable, but Clay and Melody know their haunted pasts
and unpredictable futures leave the odds stacked against
them.
“Dreamy, electrifying, and addicting!.. Cheree Crump~The
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Book Dragon “There's just no getting enough of the bad boy
reaper… Julia Hendrix~As You Wish Reviews. “…a
rollercoaster ride that grips you and doesn't let go…. Raquel
Vega-Grieder~L.A.M.B. (skyla11377.blogspot.com) "Wickedly
fun, filled with dynamic characters, Fantastic plot and riveting
storyline..." Katrina Hill "Page Flipperz - Blog" (AU) CLEAN
VERSION: YA-suitable for younger readers:- You asked for a
clean version and I promised to publish it. The unforgettable
story of CORA and ECHO from Grimnirs continues in the
International bestselling RUNES series. Eighteen-year-old
Cora Jemison knows what it’s like to date a soul reaper.
There are no Friday night movies, no school dances, and no
stolen kisses between classes. It totally sucks! What makes it
even worse, souls pop up when she least expects it. The last
one is not her fault, but it all adds up to zero quality time with
her super hot, scythe-carrying boyfriend, Echo. Since Cora
was etched with special runes by an evil Immortal, she
understands why souls are drawn to her. She makes the best
of it by helping souls find closure while Echo escorts them to
the realm of the dead. Perfect partners, until a dark soul visits
Cora in the dead of the night and Echo decides her soulhelping days are over. Cora can either listen to Echo or follow
her instincts. To make matters worse, other reapers start
stalking her, demanding she hand over the soul. Even her
Valkyrie friends think she’s gone too far. But something
sinister is coming their way, and the soul is the key to saving
her town, her friends, and her relationship with Echo. Can she
convince Echo to see things her way before it’s too late?
READING ORDER: GRIMNIRS: A Runes story SOULS:
Grimnirs book 2 MONSTERS: Coming 2015 (last book)
Grimnirs series, featuring Cora and Echo, is a spinoff the
Runes series and can also be read as part of the entire series
in this order: Runes (book 1) Immortals (book 2) Grimnirs (A
Runes book) Seeress (book 3) Souls (Grimnirs book 2)
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Witches: (book 4, Coming Dec 2014)
Orphaned as a pup, and lost in the foster care system,
Giselle Richards has spent the last 16 years dreaming of
finding her pack. But, when she does she's forced to decide if
submitting to an alpha is worth sacrificing her life.
"Forgotten" takes the Guardian Legacy series in a new
direction, as Lil wakes up on Mount Hermon Island after
months of unconsciousness only to find that she has no
memory of her life before waking up. As she learns about life
there, and deals with her father and half-sister, she learns
about the rules of society among the Hermonites and
champions the cause of the minions, those who were unlucky
enough to be born without powers. As she moves forward
toward fulfilling her destiny as the one who will unite her
people, she has to balance her responsibilities and her love
for Bran.
The promises you keep reveal who you are and define who
you want to be... With senior year of college just a breath
away, Beckham and Grayson, brothers by fate, battle against
their fears and surrender to their hearts'
bidding--consequences be damned--while Addison and
Avery, sisters by blood, learn that in romance, all you need is
love--except for when life is way more complicated than that.
Written in each of their perspectives, The Promises We Keep
tells the story of a couple joined together and another split
apart. As they make plans in preparation for life after college
in the "real world," they are each challenged with the reality
that love can conquer all--but only if they choose to let it,
which is never as easy as it sounds.

Jennifer Jane (JJ) Watson has spent the past ten
Christmases in a maximum-security prison. The last
thing she expects is to get early parole, along with a job
on a remote Canadian cattle ranch serving Christmas
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holiday dinners to three of the sexiest cowboys she's
ever met! Rafe, Brady and Dan, thought they were
getting a male ex-con to help out around their secluded
ranch, but instead they get an attractive and very
appealing female. In the snowbound wilds of Northern
Ontario, female companionship is rare. It's a good thing
the three men like to share. They're dominating, sexy as
sin, and they fill JJ with the hottest menage fantasies
she's ever had. Suddenly she's craving cowboys for
Christmas and wishing for something she knows she can
never have...a happily ever after.
A playboy in hiding A woman searching for answers Will
he let her in or send her packing? After a tragic accident,
Chef Chase Fitzgerald left his life in Los Angeles behind
and moved to a ranch in Montana. He's convinced that
all he needs to be happy are his horses, a few ranch
hands and the Big Sky Country. Until one day, Nikki
Savoy walks through his doors with her city clothes, sexy
mouth, and a body designed to drive a man insane. Nikki
wants to know the truth about the accident that left her
sister in a coma. Getting a job at Chase's ranch is just
the beginning. Throw in a crafty housekeeper, a
cantankerous old cowboy, a few adorable horses, and an
attraction that can't be denied, and you have a recipe for
disaster or romance. Will Nikki get her answers or will
Chase offer her something better?
Valentine's night. Three women. A hot new club where
anything can happen. After a life changing tragedy Layla
Hunter is finally happy. Michael Banks has pulled her
back from the dead and given her a love she'd thought
was lost to her forever. Now, all she wants is to return
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the favor and give him the one thing she swore she'd
never do again. Jillian Banks is up for absolutely
anything and her smoking hot fiancé, Leo Santoro, is
determined to give it to her. After exploring her fantasies
in the privacy of her own home, Jillian's ready for more
and Leo is going above and beyond to make her happy.
In return, she'll do anything to make him proud. Ruby
Stiles isn't sure what she's doing at a sex party at one of
Chicago's most anticipated new clubs. Currently she's
blaming it on curiosity. All she wants is to disappear into
the background, only her emotions have decided to go
on a roller coaster ride and the last thing she expects is
for Chad Fellows to pick up the pieces. Sometimes even
the best laid plans unravel...
She wants her past hidden... Amy Kincaid is running
from her controlling ex-husband, who will stop at nothing
to find her. With a new identity and a new job as a
housekeeper, she just wants to be left alone to raise her
daughter. Then Eddie Fitzgerald rolls into town and turns
her world upside down. He's in the business of exposing
the truth... Eddie Fitzgerald, L.A.P.D.'s finest, lives for his
job and nothing else, until he decides to take a break at
the family summer home and is held at gunpoint by the
most annoying, sassiest woman to ever cross his path.
But something is off about Amy, and the more he learns
about her, the more he s convinced she s a fugitive.
When her past catches up to her, Amy has no choice but
to trust Eddie. Unfortunately, Eddie has demons of his
own, and struggles with the decision to protect her or
uphold the law. The truth takes them down a deadly
path, and only love can save them.
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In this sensational New Adult debut by Alex Rosa,
boyfriends are too much trouble. So what’s the harm in
a little fun? With an abusive relationship behind her,
Skyler moves out of her Orange County apartment,
changes her phone number, cuts ties with her friends,
and moves in with her brother Josh, a talent agent with a
spare room in his incredible house in Hollywood. Josh is
happy to take Skyler under his wing, but he has one rule:
she can’t sleep with his roommate, Blake. That’s fine by
Skyler. She doesn’t want a man in her life right now—and
certainly not cocky Blake who’s with a different girl every
night. But his all-American boy charm and his ripped
model physique are difficult to refuse. Josh will never
know if no one ever tells him. And a little secret now and
then never hurt anyone… "Tryst is rife with raw angst,
delicious sexual tension, and toe-curling romance. It’s
the kind of story that keeps you riveted from beginning to
end."—Christina Lee, author of the Between Breaths
series “Brother’s hot best friend? A steamy friends with
benefits arrangement? What more could you want? Tryst
is a fun, tantalizing read!”—New York Times and USA
Today bestselling author Cora Carmack When Alex
Rosa isn’t scouring city parks or cafes to write, she is
most likely trying to convince her friends to join her on
her next adventure. A sufferer of wanderlust, she is
always looking for a new mountain to climb, a canyon to
hike, or a plane to board. Her résumé consists of
coroner, zoo worker, and most recently executive
assistant, but she finds her home amongst words,
whether it is in books or in film. Her obsessions are on
the brink of bizarre, but that’s just the way she likes it.
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"The writing is flawless. The kingdoms and surrounding
landscapes breathtaking. The Grimoire is a piece of
imaginative genius that bedazzles from the moment Kara
falls into the land of Ourea. -Nikki Jefford, author of the
Spellbound Trilogy --------------------------- The final page
will leave you breathless. When Kara Magari uncovers a
secret door in the middle of the forest, she discovers
(and trips through) a portal to a hidden world full of
terrifying things: Ourea. She just wants to go home, but
the natives have other plans for her. She clashes with
immortal shapeshifters, is carried off by a dragon, nearly
dies on several occasions, and somehow becomes the
master of an ancient book of magic called the Grimoire.
Every time she thinks she's safe, her new "friends" show
their true colors. Kara needs an ally, or she might not
survive Ourea's monsters. She drops her guard when
Braeden, a native soldier with a dark secret, vows to
keep her safe. And though she doesn't know it, her
growing attraction to him may just be her undoing. For
twelve years, Braeden Drakonin has lived a lie. The
Grimoire is his one chance at redemption, and it lands in
his lap when Kara Magari comes into his life. Though he
begins to care for this stranded girl, there's something he
wants more. He wants the Grimoire. Welcome to Ourea,
where only the cunning survive.
I love Torin St. James... I need his strength… But
someone from his past wants me dead. Raine Cooper is
certain of two things: her love for Torin St. James and
her destiny to be a powerful seeress. But when she
starts having premonitions, they are unclear and
disturbing. Worse, they involve Torin. With her mother
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gone, her father dying, and her best friend in Hel, she is
not sure who to talk to. But when the visions become
more personal and she foresees her future with Torin
threatened by someone from his past, Raine becomes
desperate for answers. Just her luck two new students
arrive at her school and they seem to have answers.
When with them, her powers are enhanced and her
visions become clear. There is only one problem: Torin
forbids Raine to see the two girls. Can their love survive
without trust? Reading Order: Runes (book 1) Immortals
(book 2) Grimnirs (book 2.5) Seeress (book 3)
Pete Doherty's short but explosive career has embraced
all the classic rock 'n' roll cliches: a wildly exciting band The Libertines - hailed as saviours of rock, a bitter fall
out with a musical partner, drug problems leading to
prison, an affair with a world-famous model, and
sufficient tabloid headlines to paper the side of a house.
How did it all happen? Here in his own words, spiced
with wit and candour is Pete's side of the story.
She's armed with a new attitude and wardrobe... By age
twenty-eight, art historian Jade Fitzgerald has had a
marriage from hell and an equally nasty divorce, worked
hard to control her weight and her arrhythmia. The last
thing she needs is another man messing with her head
or shooting her heartbeat off course. That is exactly what
she gets when an aloof and mysterious stranger storms
into her life. He's cynical and doesn't take any mess from
anyone... Former investigative reporter Vince Knight is
on a quest to recover a priceless, ancient Mayan artifact,
which he believes Jade s mother stole. He s skilled at
gathering information while remaining emotionally
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detached, until he meets Jade. The voluptuous woman
stirs in him a hunger he hasn't felt in a long time and a
protectiveness he can t explain. Until, an insane man
decides to add Jade to his collection of beautiful and rare
things... Neither Vince nor Jade expects passion to flare
so fast or danger to dodge their footsteps. To defeat a
ruthless art collector with a twisted agenda, Jade and
Vince must learn to trust each other and embrace their
growing feelings.
Nothing can stop Raine Cooper when she wants
something… Raine finally knows that her gorgeous
neighbor, Torin St. James, is a legend straight out of
Norse mythology, and that her feelings for him are
strong. Torin is crazy about Raine too, breaking the one
rule he lives by: Never fall for a mortal. The problem is
he no longer remembers her, his memories erased by
Norns—Norse destiny deities—to punish her for defying
them. So Raine comes up with a plan... She will make
Torin forget his one rule a second time and fall in love
with her all over again. But she quickly learns that welllaid plans do not work when dealing with deities and
supernatural beings. Desperate, Raine makes choices
that could not only tear her and Torin further apart, but
lead to the destruction of everything and everyone she
loves.
USA Today Bestselling Series Terri Randall lives in the
shadows. Her life, and the lives of those she loves,
depend on it. Yet, the moment billionaire Roderick "Rod"
Thorne walks into her bar, she wants a stolen moment. A
weekend in his bed should fix her itch. Wrong. A
weekend is just the beginning. Rod has three vices.
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Beautiful women. Gambling. Booze. Until a weekend
spent with an unforgettable woman changes it all.
Finding her identity becomes an obsession. When he
finally does, he'll have to decide whether to settle an old
score and make the riskiest bet of his life-love. (This
romance novel contains explicit contents and it's not
advised for readers under 18. ) READING ORDER:
Impulse (Book1) Indulge (Book 2) Intrige (Book 3) Ignited
(book 4, Release Date TBA)
#1 bestselling YA Norse-mythology-based Paranormal
romance: Runes (book 1): Seventeen-year-old Raine
Cooper has enough on her plate dealing with her
father’s disappearance, her mother’s erratic behavior
and the possibility of her boyfriend relocating. The last
thing she needs is Torin St. James—a mysterious new
neighbor with a wicked smile and uncanny way of
reading her. Raine is drawn to Torin’s dark sexiness
against her better judgment, until he saves her life with
weird marks and she realizes he is different. But by
healing her, Torin changes something inside Raine. Now
she can’t stop thinking about him. Half the time, she’s
not sure whether to fall into his arms or run. Scared, she
sets out to find out what Torin is. But the closer she gets
to the truth the more she uncovers something sinister
about him. What Torin is goes back to an ancient
mythology and Raine is somehow part of it. Not only is
she and her friends in danger, she must choose a side,
but the wrong choice will cost Raine her life Immortals
(book 2): Nothing can stop Raine Cooper when she
wants something... Raine finally knows that her gorgeous
neighbor, Torin St. James, is a legend straight out of
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Norse mythology, and that her feelings for him are
strong. Torin is crazy about Raine too, breaking the one
rule he lives by: Never fall for a mortal. The problem is
he no longer remembers her, his memories erased by
Norns—Norse destiny deities—to punish her for defying
them. So Raine comes up with a plan... She will make
Torin forget his one rule a second time and fall in love
with her all over again. But she quickly learns that welllaid plans do not work when dealing with deities and
supernatural beings. Desperate, Raine makes choices
that could not only tear her and Torin further apart, but
lead to the destruction of everything and everyone she
loves gods might have erased Torin's memories, but
they didn't take into account his feelings for Raine and
hers for him. Grimnirs (book 3): Straight out of the psych
ward, Cora just wants her life to be normal. She doesn’t
want to see souls or the reapers collecting them. The
guy she’s loved from a distance for years moves away
without saying goodbye. So yes, she’s nursing a serious
heartbreak. It’s no wonder love is the last thing on her
mind when Echo storms into her life. Too bad Echo is the
poster boy for everything she hates in a guy—hot,
beautiful,and cocky. He is also a soul reaper. A Grimnir.
The very beings she wants out of her life. Maybe normal
is overrated because Cora wants it all. Answers. Love. A
life.
Crave (Addicted To You #1)
Demons by USA Today bestselling author Ednah
Walters. Book 1 of Eirik trilogy. Enjoy the story of a god
and a Mortal girl who becomes his guiding light Eirik
Baldurson—son of Baldur, God of Light—failed living as a
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Mortal. He lost the girl of his dreams and nearly got his
friends killed. Now, he's gone to the underworld to meet
the mother he’s never known. Torn between his duty to
her and the man he used to be, Eirik struggles to find
himself, until a witch appears in his world. Feisty and
stubborn, she is a reminder of everything good he left
behind. Celestia Devereaux proudly attends a charter
high school for “gifted” teenagers who embrace magic.
Witches. However, she keeps a terrible secret—a
prediction that she would one day be responsible for
massive destruction and death. Though Celestia uses
her clairvoyant abilities to help people, she worries that it
is just a matter of time before she goes over to the dark
side. Her world changes when she unexpectedly astral
projects to a place she didn’t believe existed and meets
a tortured man who needs her help. Will helping him
cause her fears to come true, or will he sacrifice
everything to save her?
The conclusion of an epic love story between an
extraordinary girl and a soul reaper... Cora Jemison has
come a long way from her stint in a psych ward and her
fear of the dead. A confident Medium, she allows souls
to possess her to help them find closure. When she
decides to tell her parents the truth, that she still sees the
dead and that her fiancé is a soul reaper, the Jemisons
reveal secrets of their own. Her world starts to crumble,
the ripple effect threatening to destroy the one thing she
can always count on. Her relationship with Echo. Cora
must sort through the lies to learn the truth about who
and what she is. Only then can she embrace her destiny
and claim her soul mate, Echo.
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Little Miss Contrary always says and does the opposite
of what she really means, to the confusion of those
around her.
The story that introduces CORA and ECHO in the RUNES
series from Amazon bestelling author Ednah Walters. NEWS
ALERT: Pure YA Read:: You asked and I listened. When
readers e-mailed me that their under-sixteen daughters loved
my series but the original Grimnirs was too racy for them, I
cleaned it up, removed heavy makeout scenes and curse
words, so here it is... Enjoy..Ednah Walters Straight out of the
psych ward, Cora just wants her life to be normal. She
doesn’t want to see souls or the reapers collecting them. The
guy she’s loved from a distance for years moves away
without saying goodbye. So yes, she’s nursing a serious
heartbreak. It’s no wonder love is the last thing on her mind
when Echo storms into her life. The chemistry between them
is mind-blowing.The connection defies logic. Even better, the
souls leave her alone when he is around. Too bad Echo is the
poster boy for everything she hates in a guy—hot,
beautiful,and cocky. He is also a soul reaper. A Grimnir. The
very beings she wants out of her life. Maybe normal is
overrated because Cora wants it all. Answers. Love. A life.
Reading Order: Runes (book 1) Immortals (book 2) Grimnirs
(book 2.5, Full length book, Ages 17&up) or Grimnirs: Clean
Version Seeress (book 3)
"Some boys can get rough, some don’t always listen when
you tell them to stop, and some boys, they’re just monsters.
You gotta be careful who you play with…” ~ Jax Declan I’m a
tease, always have been. In my teens, Jax Declan tried to
warn me about staying away from the bad boys. The only boy
I ever wanted was Jax. But, no matter how much I tried to
play with him, he rejected me. I haven’t seen Jax Declan in
years. A couple friends and I are going back to the Bayou for
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the summer. A little older now, and a bit wiser, I’ve decided
that I’m going to find my teenage crush and I’m going to
break him. This summer Jax Declan will play with me. But the
closer I get and the more I learn about the reserved, discreet,
and sexy Jax Declan. Well, I’m starting to think that Jax
Declan might just be one of those bad boys he tried to warn
me about all those years ago. Standalone Series
I vow. I crave. I give in. I used to be a nice, normal girl. I had
dreams. Good, happy dreams of a white picket fence, 2.5
kids, and a fairytale love that lasts forever. Nobody ever
warned me that sometimes, the prince dies three weeks
before the wedding. Like any addict, I swear this time is the
last…. Now, I go through my days, a shadow of my former self.
I pretend I’m okay, and the people in my life pretend to
believe me. But, sometimes, when I can no longer stand the
craving, I roam an underground sex club looking for my next
hit. It’s dirty and wrong, but I can’t stop, and my only line of
defense between them and me, is the rules I’ve designed to
keep me safe. Men always abide by my rules. Until I meet
him. And, like any addict, I’m wrong. I don’t question the
instincts that tell me to run. One look at him, standing there,
power radiating off him in waves, tells me all I need to know.
He will make me crave those happy dreams I’ve left behind.
And that is not an option.
“Oh, Lia, you never challenge a man like me. I promise you;
you’ll do everything I want you to do and beg for more." My
name is Lucian Quinn and I own one of the most successful
software companies in the world. I’m twenty-nine, rich and
single. Impressive right? I’m also a favorite target for every
hungry socialite looking to land the uncatchable catch. Maybe
it sounds vain, but the fact that I’m a God between the
sheets doesn’t hurt my stock any. What these women don’t
know though is that I’m completely screwed up and damaged
beyond repair by my past. The only part of me I’ll ever
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willingly give them is the hour it takes to make them
scream…several times. Then I saw her… I’m Lia Adams and
I’m in my last year at St. Claire’s University in North
Carolina. I grew up with an abusive mother, and a twisted
stepfather who was worse…so much worse. I’m so close to
escaping from my past and making my dreams come true. I’ll
do anything necessary to survive, even work as an escort to
help pay for my college expenses. The men that I accompany
to various events as an escort for Date Night are mostly
harmless and just want an attractive woman on their arm for
an evening. It has never gone further than that…until him… “I
want you to call into work tomorrow and quit your job. I don’t
think you need to bother with notice; it’s not likely you will
ever use them for a future job reference.” I nod my head in
agreement, fighting the sleep threatening to claim me when
his words finally hit me. What the h***? “Wh—What did you
say?” Had I imagined the whole thing? Without looking at me,
he repeats his demand. I shake my head, completely
confused. “What are you talking about? Why would I quit my
job? Oh, no,” I gasp in horror, “are you trying to get me fired
because of tonight? It was just cold medicine!” His eyes are
glittering in the darkness. “Baby, if I wanted to have you fired,
I would. I want to f*** you, but not when you’re being paid to
be my date.” Circumstances bring two people that should
have never crossed paths together and in the days and
weeks ahead, they grow close quickly, each seeing a kindred
soul in the other. As ghosts from their past rise to haunt them,
they cling to each other as their lives start to spiral out of
control. Soon, they realize that they’re both damaged
possibly beyond repair. Will their love be what saves or
destroys them? This book is meant for mature readers who
are 18+. It contains explicit language, and graphic sexual
content. **Book 1 of the Lucian & Lia Trilogy.**
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